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Welcome to a dark corner…

A 
collection 
of poetry, 
meditating 

on that 
which 
lurks 

beneath 
the (at 
times) 

gossamer 
thin 

veneer of 
civility and 
rationality.

 
Beware of 
what you 
find here.



Can you meet the wolf?

I bare my teeth, and you compliment my smile. 
I snarl, my top lip twitches.

 
As we talk, you connect to the person suit,

I wait for you to connect with this form.
You compliment the person suit on it’s talents.

Not the wolf for it’s claws, it’s teeth, it’s strength.
 

Do you ignore the beast for the man, is it wilful?
Or is it merely because you do not see it?

 
If I snarl at you, would you snarl back or bare your 

throat to me, 
Or would you fail, neither submitting nor challenging.

 
Just the person suit, not the wolf,
The thin coating, not the centre.

 
What is your territory, who do you claim?

Would you try to claim me.
Can you defend it?

Can you protect me when I am weakened.
Would you fit into my territory?

Would you let me protect, when you are weakened.
Can you meet the wolf?
Or would you turn away.

 
Do I ask too much?

The person suit says ‘yes’, the wolf says ‘no’.



Straining muscle,
Clenched teeth

Striving
 

Straining 
against the chains

That bind it 
in existence 

 
Pinned 

But not powerless
A considered 

submission
 
 
 

things unnamed, spoken in the dark



 
Through the lump in your throat. 

Through the pain in your chest. 
Through the ache in your bones. 

 
Breathe. 

 
Breathe and this too will fade. Will pass. Will subside. 

Ebb like the tide back towards the moon. 
 

Blood and bone and breath. 
Components of the human body. 

 
Sweat and saliva. 

Building blocks to something.
 

Breathe.
 

Tears, the binding agent, pulling us back, away from the 
moon.

Push, pull. Wax, wane. Closer, further. 
High, low, tide flow. 

 
Patch the cracks.

Breathe.
Watch for splinters.

Breathe.
 
 
 

Breathe. 



A small place of safety, carved out of the world. Nestled in a 
cliff-face of tangled fear and anxiety that vibrates in a frequency of 

bone-deep horror.



Nothing is sacred, no holds are barred.
There are no limits, no rules, no rhyme or reason.

If it’s ripped 
from my 

body, so be it.
 

If it slips 
from my 

mind, then,
 

That’s simply 
the way it is.



is comforting.
Not knowing is discomforting.
But half-knowing is terrifying

- crawling unease brought on by understanding 
warped -

by unfinished sentences and unseen action.
 

Knowing 



We Break Ourselves Apart

We shatter ourselves into tiny little pieces 
Cut by the shards we smile with painted faces
Our lives are not our own to lead, but still we smile. 
 
Dripping with sweet sickness and lies.
 
The pressure builds, an inexorable climb towards the 
end
We explode, we crumble. Withering away, taking 
everybody down with us.
You made us this way.
 
Expectation is the root of our disease.
Rotten from the inside. 
Hollowed out, strangled by the fig of your desire.
 
Dripping with sickly sweetness and lies.
 
Sounds blurr into one. Order, instruct, puppet strings 
pulled tight. 
Twitch, twitch. 
This is the way forward, don’t look back, there is 
nothing behind you. 
Twitch, twitch.
 
Slowly start to fray from the incessant pressure 
focussed down onto a single point.
 
Expectation, the fulfilment of another’s desire.
 
 
Dripping with sweet sickness and lies.
 



Where is my desire, my expectation? Can I find it? 
Have I lost it? 
I have been hollowed out and offered up as a shell, 
Fulfil the ambitions of: Society - Parents - Strangers - 
Politicians
 
Expectation is the root of our disease.
Rotting from the inside out.
Hollowed out, strangled by the fig of your desire.
 
Dripping with sickly sweetness and lies.
 
Give time, does it ever end? Give life, from now until 
your end.
This is the ultimate honour, to disobey: the ultimate 
sin. 
You will not fail us. 
 
Give strength, this too is your fight. Give pain, you are 
our collateral.
We own your life, your love, you are our legacy. 

We will never let you go.



Blood and guts,
Fire and death.



It’s pulls itself out
Sometimes
Without my control
Or consent
Crawling, bloody, 
Out of my chest
Out of my brain 
Unspooling itself 
Onto a clean white page 
Line after line

Of bright red ink 

Poem



These things always push 
themselves to the surface,

 
At the worst times,

 
I have other things that need 

my energy more.
 
 

At least I’m not confronted by 
mirrors every step I take.

...



 
Spinning in a void 
Tumbling:
Arse over teakettle
 
The end of one thing
The limbo before the next
A premonition 
Or a fever dream
 
The unknown looms
Emptiness vast
Suffocating 
 
Choking in the grip
Of a monster of concept
 
From something intangible 
There is no escape

Lost adrift 



I’m not doing so well. 
 

And I’m so afraid.
Because if this time,

Goes like the last,
 

My world will 
crumble. 

 
Slowly self-
destructing. 

 
In paralysis and pain,

In missed 
opportunities,

In mindless fear,
 

I can’t see the way 
out. 

Paralysis



Ode to 
Overwhelm

And I want to scream,
Like a mad thing,

“Don’t you touch what’s mine!”
 

Whispering underneath,
Don’t break

My sense of safety,
Any further. 

 
I know,

It’s already shot to hell,
Product,

Of my childhood.
 

But I don’t need,
The cracks to widen

Any more. 
 

I don’t need,
To be dropped, 

Into the sea of overwhelm,
Swimming,

In my tears. 
 

Unable,
To breathe,
To think.

 
To be kind,
To myself. 

 
The self-recrimination,

Hurts the most.
The sinking clarity,

That it will take,
Weeks. 

 
 

 
 

Of facing this again,
In small pieces,

Triggered one by one.
 

Until I can move 
forward,

Without flinching,
To stand tall and strong,

Again. 



New World Order

I think that’s what we
Crave.

 
Something that feels

Like walking off the stage
Like peeling off all the masks. 

 
The raw human beneath

Revealed. 



faith 
death 
and 

falsity

I am dead 
And alive

 
Trembling 

On the edge
 

Hands poised
Over the neck 
of something

 
Over sticky keys

Over puppet strings
 

Palms down
Palms up

 
Meaning changes

 
Changing 

Fading 
Flickering 

Sucked back
Into the past

Flying 
Swirling memory

Failure looms
Clinging 
Vice grip

Ankles bound
Crawling
Climbing 

Eyes flicker 
Sight blurs

 
 

In and out
 

Focus dims
Jumping ahead,

 
Fleeing
Back 

To safety
A mistake 

Aborted
Movement-unmade

Voice-unheard
Thought-unvoiced 

 
Touch 

 
Of fingertips
Palms sliding 
Pulling away 

Sharp
Tug 

Freeze
Interlaced

And cracking 
Fever heat

And freezing
 

All in the space 
Of a single 

 
Heartbeat. 

 
 
 



Bloodied Hands

The smell of it has soaked into my very pores, 
metallic and slightly sulfurous, the beginnings 
of rot. Rusting brown edged into the beds of 
my nails, brighter crimson etched into the 

creases of my palms. My blood drips, oozes, 
leaks out of me, pooling and drying into 
flaking sheets. I cannot wash it away. 

Everything is red. Red, and the smell of metal, 
and the smell of sulphur laced with the sickly 
sweetness of rot. What else are humans, but 

blood and decomposition.



Sex becomes a weapon. Shield and sword. A dagger to the back of 
the knees - hobbling. A knife into the brain - paralysing.



face forward

Pinched brows, tense neck, 
sore back. 

 
Stress, tension, anxiety. 

 
Hold me tight, stand fast, 

anchor me against the waves. 



Trigger #2

Uncontrollable,
Ugly.

Not at all graceful.
Bending limbs without care.

 
A writhing twitch,

Shuddering through vertebrae,
And out

 
 
 

Break down 
                         - in series



Trigger #8

Deadening eyes
 
A certain shift 
In the hold of shoulders -  
tilt of chin and brow
 
Sinking back 
Into the dark places 
 
Giving the demons permission
To venture forth
 
Relinquishing control
Giving over 
 
With trust in the sub-human parts
That can, and will -
react
 
Without conscious thought 
Without the consideration of mercy 
 
Without a hint of fear. 



Trigger #7

Disturbed
Disrupted

Thrown off kilter
Off balance 

 
Compulsions rising

Checking over shoulders
Shutting out the world

Twitches multiplied 
 

“Oscar Mike in 30 seconds”
 

Unsettled
On edge

Held taught 
 

Awareness tripled 
Adrenaline spiking 

Skin prickling 
Mind tracking 



Trigger #4

A building crescendo,
Untameable. 
 
Too much - too hard - too fast - too strong - too big
Grappling, struggling, falling.
Overwhelm. 



Trigger #1

It’s a compulsion.
To release,
To let out. 

 
Movement so 

necessary,
It overrides,

All higher function



Whispered into the night

It feels like I’m wearing a 
person suit. 
 
A facsimile of what a well-
adjusted, 
socially conscious human being 
should be. 
 
I do things right. 
I know how to make the choice:
be polite, 
show enthusiasm, 
don’t show how much it hurts 
- don’t want to be there
- don’t agree with that. 
Don’t rock the boat, 
be what they need. 
 
Hide the self. 
 
But like any covering, 
this person suit is prone to 
wear.
Holes that grow from pinprick 
tears
to gaping wounds. 
 
Stress, anger, 
any intense emotion 
ripping them further open 
to expose glimpses 
of the form underneath. 
 

This is not the well-
adjusted, 

socially conscious person, 
the ideal that is emulated. 

 
This snaps and snarls, 

whines when it’s words 
won’t work 

- which is often. 
 

This is on edge, 
hackles raised, 

wary even when it curls up 
at ‘rest’, 

desperate for protection.
 

It’s muzzle is stained with 
blood.

 
This mind is simpler: 

defend territory, 
protect self. 

 
Fight if victory is close, 

run if possible, 
hide if not. 

 
If it is not mine: 
mine to protect, 
part of territory 

- then it is not-mine, 
it is not-safe, 

it is not-territory. 



Say one thing, 
mean another, 

say ‘will do this’, 
not do this. 

 
Smile, 

embrace, 
claws dig in. 

Smiles, 
‘I missed you’, 
claws dipped 

in the blood of self. 
 

That one is not safe. 
 

And so, held on the edge of 
fight, 

flight impossible, 
relinquishing is the only 

option. 
Rescind territory, retreat. 

 
Den is small, 

the person suit can stand it 
being invaded, 

this form cannot, 
space shrinks down. 

It is uncomfortable to sleep this 
small. 

 
But the rest of the ‘den’ is not 

safe. 
It must be reclaimed. 

Slowly, inching out 
until the invader is gone. 

It is something to be fought 
over, 
to bite and tear and wound 
over.
 
But even now 
the scraps of the person suit 
wrap and bind. 
Not against this opponent,
this one who made, 
not this one. 
 
This one who made, 
the person suit likes 
- this form cannot 
understand that - 
only territory or not-territory 
- something to protect or 
an adversary, that is all. 
 
 
That other maker is not 
- fear that was instilled 
young 
presses down on the person 
suit 
and this form alike. 
 
To that one, this form is not 
of territory, 
not to be protected. 
 
This form can understand 
falsity 
- betrayal - 
and that one is full of it. 



The person suit smiles 
all the while -

‘it is fine'
'it doesn’t hurt'
'I understand'

'it’s okay’ 
 
 
 
 
 



The wolf calls 
Baying at the moon

Growling low
From dark corners.

 
Dip your toes in

Dive out of the light
Take it fast

Or creeping slow.
 

But above all
Beware

Of what you find there.
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